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As global competition in shipbuilding is increasing, shipyards are forced to find 

competitiveness beyond quality and reliability. Minimizing project duration (lead 

time) without losing adaptability of production is a key factor both in order 

winning and cost effectiveness. Block outfitting has become an important part of 

modern shipbuilding, and its effect on project lead time is recognized in research 

papers around the world. 

 

Toyota’s production system and its descendant, Lean-philosophy, have been 

proven effective in manufacturing-, construction- and even service industries, but 

Lean as such is not applicable in prototype shipbuilding. However, the core 

principles and some of Lean-tools have been found useful. This thesis concentrates 

on enhancing material flow in the block outfitting process by identifying central 

issues in the material flow of block outfitting, and implementing Lean-related tools 

to address these issues. 

 

A comparison between used man-hours in three identical ships’ block outfitting 

with the implementation of said tools, and without the tools is presented, with an 

analysis of man-hours of later stages of outfitting. Results show that carefully 

executed block outfitting reduces the amount of work in latter stages of outfitting 

significantly. 
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Globaalin kilpailun kiristyessä, laatu ja luotettavuus eivät enää riitä kilpailuedun 

saamiseen. Lyhyt projektin läpimenoaika ja joustava tuotanto ovat olennaisia 

tekijöitä kilpailukyvyn, sekä kustannustehokkuuden kannalta pääomavaltaisella 

alalla. Lohkovarustelun rooli osana laivanrakennusta on kasvanut viime vuosina, 

ja sen vaikutuksesta läpimenoaikaan ollaan kansainvälisesti yhtä mieltä. 

 

Toyotan tuotantotapa ja siitä johdettu Lean-menetelmä ovat toimivia 

valmistavassa- ja rakennusteollisuudessa, mutta se ei sovellu sellaisenaan 

laivanrakennukseen, jossa on hyvin vähän sarjatuotantoa. Lean-menetelmän 

keskeiset periaatteet ja valitut Lean-aiheiset työkalut ovat kuitenkin 

käyttökelpoisia myös telakkaympäristössä. Diplomityössä keskitytään Arctech 

Helsinki Shipyard:in lohkovarustelun materiaalivirran tehostamiseen 

tarkastelemalla tämänhetkistä tutkimustietoa, ja implementoimalla valittuja Lean-

aiheisia työkaluja löydettyjen ongelmien ratkaisemiseksi. 

 

Diplomityössä esitetään vertailu kolmen identtisen aluksen välillä lohko-

varustelussa käytetyistä tunneista Lean-työkaluilla ja ilman, sekä tämän 

vaikutuksesta myöhempien varustelutuntien määrään. Tulokset osoittavat, että 

huolellinen lohkovarustelu lyhentää kokonaisvarustelutuntimäärää merkittävästi. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

In a shipbuilding project, approximately 50% of the costs are material costs, and a 

large part of these costs accumulate early in the project (Jussila, I. 1997, p. 33/2-

33/3). Main engines, main propulsion system and auxiliary systems are procured at 

the beginning of the production due to way of building ships, which ties up vast 

amount of resources until the ship is delivered. 

 

Production in shipbuilding can be divided into two separate processes: hull 

construction and outfitting. Hull construction includes all the structural steel work 

and assembling the ship’s hull, and outfitting includes all fabrication and 

installation of nonstructural components. (Dong et al. 2016, p. 1) For a long time 

the order in shipbuilding was to first fabricate and erect the ship’s hull structure, 

then install all outfitting material inside the hull (figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. An ice breaking supply vessel’s hull, consisting of blocks 

 

The industry standard today is to install as much equipment as possible in a block 

before it is jointed into the hull. The ship’s hull is assembled from blocks (figures 1 

& 2), which are individual, transportable steel structural units. The main advantages 

of this are: better working space, easier access to lift equipment in, shorter distances 

to transport material and tools and better working conditions (working positions, 

venting of noxious fumes). 
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The process of sourcing material and installing it on a block is called block 

outfitting. All outfitting that cannot be performed during block outfitting, has to be 

done later, when the block is jointed to the hull, which means less working space, 

worse access and unergonomic working positions. Various sources point out, that 

performing outfitting in the hull instead of on the block, is at least four times slower 

on average (Kujala et al. 2015, p. 3, Schank et al. 2005, p. 45-59, Dong et al. 2013, 

p. 1). Block outfitting has thus a significant influence on the project lead time. 

 

 

Figure 2. Block number 420 being transported to the dry dock from block outfitting 

hall 

 

This thesis analyses the issues in block outfitting’s material flow at AHS (Arctech 

Helsinki Shipyard Ltd), that cause delays and eventually leads to more outfitting to 

be done in the hull (thus increasing lead time), and proposes solutions to found 

issues, with the goal of having a better block outfitting rate. 
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1.1 Focal company introduction, scope and goal of thesis 

 

Arctech Helsinki Shipyard Ltd, is a shipyard specialized in arctic shipbuilding, 

located in Helsinki, Finland. Company portfolio includes icebreakers, 

multifunctional offshore vessels with ice breaking capabilities, and icebreaking 

supply and stand-by vessels for arctic conditions. AHS started operation in 2011, 

but the roots of the shipyard date back to 1865, when Helsingin Telakka (Helsinki 

Shipyard) was founded. In March 2017, the 511th ship was delivered (shown in 

figure 3). AHS employs approximately 1400 workers, of which 600 are Arctech 

employees and 800 are subcontractors. It is estimated that ~60% of world’s 

operational icebreakers were built at the shipyard. (Arctech 2017) At the time of 

writing the thesis, the simultaneous production of four ships (#511-#514) had every 

department pushed to their limits, which was a good opportunity to document issues 

that could have been otherwise left unnoticed in block outfitting. 

 

 

Figure 3. AHS ship #511, an ice breaking supply vessel “Gennadiy Nevelskoy” 

 

A simplified supply chain chart with scope of the thesis outlined in red is illustrated 

in figure 4. In the left column, the main suppliers of a shipbuilding project are 

presented, including steel and main equipment. Shipyard and the main phases of 

the production process from top to bottom is presented in the middle column: 
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design, procurement, production planning, logistics, block fabrication, block 

outfitting, hull assembly & area outfitting, and finally test and commissioning (the 

production process is presented more thoroughly in chapter 4). The customer and 

ship owner is in the right column. Supplier relations are left outside of the scope, as 

well as procurement and block fabrication. Nothing outside the shipyard is 

investigated - the focus is on activity inside the shipyard. 

 

Main suppliers: Shipyard: Customer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. A simplified supply chain chart with scope of thesis outlined in red 

 

Although production planning and in-house logistics are included in the scope, as 

shown in figure 4, they are not analyzed thoroughly, but as adjacent functions of 

block outfitting process - the focus is on block outfitting. The main goal is to find 

out recurring problems and inefficiencies, analyze their root causes, and propose 

pragmatic solutions to found issues in compliance with company’s strategy. In this 

thesis, project management- and lean-philosophy tools are combined to make 

material flow in block outfitting more effective. 
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1.2 Research question and research method 

 

The basis for the thesis is formed by the main question: “How to make the current 

material flow in block outfitting of AHS more effective?”. From this question four 

sub questions were formed to support the research process and specify the goal: 

 

• What operators/parties affect the material flow, and what are the main issues 

causing lack of material during block outfitting? 

• What tangible solutions are there to minimize found waste? 

• What should be considered in the planning of block outfitting regarding 

cooperation with the outfitting subcontractor? 

• How to ensure availability of material during block outfitting? 

 

The research applies constructivist approach and the research method used in this 

thesis is qualitative. The material gathered for analysis is based mainly on three 

sources: 

 

• company’s management manual and work data (schedules, plans, results) 

• personnel interviews, and 

• observation notes taken while working alongside AHS foremen 

 

A comprehensive image of current state is then created based on three questions: 

“What the protocol says?”, “How personnel think it is?” and “How it actually is?”, 

respectively. The material is analyzed, issues and their root causes are identified 

and suggestions are made based on Lean- and project management theories.  

 

Different phases of the research project are depicted in figure 5 in relation with each 

other and the six-month period that was used in writing the thesis. The writing 

process continued throughout the period, while gathering material from literature 

and interviews, and while observing the work of AHS foremen.  
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Figure 5. Phases of the research project 

 

The literature review was written using several different databases, such as EBSCO, 

Springer and Elsevier, and established hardbacks regarding outfitting, project 

management and lean-philosophy, sourced from the LUT library or AHS library. 

All research material was collected between November 2016 and April 2017 at 

Arctech Helsinki Shipyard or library of Lappeenranta University of Technology. 

 

The interviews were conducted across different departments of the organization, 

such as planning-, logistics-, block outfitting- and machine outfitting department. 

This was done in order to get a comprehensive view of the material and information 

flow regarding block outfitting, and to recognize issues that possibly originate 

outside block outfitting, but have an effect. A predefined formula for interviews 

was not applied, since the goal was not to have quantifiable material, but a personal 

view of the process from the interviewee. 

 

The early implementation of visual & daily management tools was important in 

order to have data from the possible effects of the implementation and to compare 

it with data from before the implementation between these nearly identical ships 

#512-#514. This data was analyzed at the end of the project and the results are 

presented in chapter 8. 
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1.3 Structure of the thesis 

 

The structure of the thesis is divided into four parts as presented in figure 6. First 

part consists of thesis introduction and a brief of the focal company AHS. In the 

second part the theories and tools used in analyzing the material, or in suggested 

solutions are explained. These include modern shipbuilding-, outfitting- and Lean- 

and project management related theories and tools. In the third part, the block 

outfitting process and its material & information flow is explained. Most common 

issues related to the material flow are discussed and their root causes analyzed by 

creating a current state map of the information flow. 

 

Lastly, suggested solutions on how to enhance the material- and information flow 

in block outfitting are presented. Results from the implementation of theories and 

tools explained in the third chapter are presented and analyzed. 

 

 

Figure 6. Structure of the thesis 

 

The implementation was carried out in the block outfitting of blocks 350 & 370 and 

510 & 540 of ship #514 (highlighted in figure 7). Effects of this implementation on 

later stages of outfitting is also analyzed, based on a comparison of man-hours used 

in the outfitting between three sister ships (#512, #513 and #514). 
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Figure 7. Blocks, that are included in the implementation of proposed solutions 

 

The blocks highlighted in the figure 7 represent two separate areas of the ship: the 

lower blocks form area 12, which is also known as the pump room. The upper 

blocks form area K4, which is the casing for exhaust pipes, consisting of large 

amount of steel structural work and piping. 
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2 SUPPLY CHAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND OUTFITTING  

 

This chapter gives an overview of modern, European shipbuilding’s supply chain 

characteristics and relevant theories regarding block outfitting. Research papers 

from various countries suggest that regardless of shipyard, the challenges are alike: 

planning, organizing and executing tens of thousands of operations involved in the 

production of a ship are the focus of many studies. Supply chain in AHS-

shipbuilding process is characterized as ETO - engineer to order. 

 

2.1 Engineer to order - supply chain 

 

There are four basic supply chain environments: engineer to order (ETO), make to 

order (MTO), assembly to order (ATO) and make to stock (MTS). Figure 8 

illustrates the differences between the types, showing the point when customer gets 

involved in the project (customer order decoupling point). 

 

 

Figure 8. Customer order decoupling point in different types of supply chain 

(adapted from Bellgran, M. 2010, p. 62 and Tonchia, S. 2008, p. 18) 
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ETO-products are designed according to customer requirements (and has the 

longest delivery time), while MTS-products are manufactured to stock and sold 

from there as is (shortest delivery time). MTO-products are pre-designed and 

production starts when there is demand. ATO-products are assembled from pre-

fabricated parts and the assembly starts when there is demand. (Tonchia, S. 2008, 

p. 18) 

 

From figure 8 it can be seen, that in ETO-environment, the customer is involved 

from the beginning of the design. Compared to MTO, where volumes are high and 

the design of the product remains fixed, ETO-supply chain produces low volumes 

(often volumes of one) with high variation of products. MTO-products are for 

example: custom made clothes, pre-designed houses or commercial airplanes. ETO 

products are for example: designer dresses, tailor made suits and original 

architecture constructions. 

 

This high degree of product customization has a direct impact on the complexity of 

overall supply chain, and lead time. (Stavrulaki & Davis 2010, p. 138-141) The 

greater the degree of customization, the longer the lead time, since more activities 

occur after the order has been received (Amaro G., Hendry, L. & Kingsman, B. 

1999, p. 360). 

 

Poor coordination of project activities among project participants in an ETO supply 

chain is one of the main reasons for delays, increasing the lead time. In order to 

keep lead time as short as possible, engineering is done in parallel with 

manufacturing (i.e. manufacturing begins before designs and plans are ready 

enough, but not necessarily in their final form). This is why many revisions of plans 

need to be handled and changes made during production. This interdependence 

between engineering and production activities creates a considerable need for 

coordination. Production may also be outsourced, which increases the necessity for 

coordination. Competitiveness in an ETO environment is thus created from the 
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ability to coordinate internal and external processes. (Mello, M.H., Strandhagen, 

J.O., & Alfnes, E., 2015, p. 1006-1007) 

 

2.2 Definition of an assembly shipyard 

 

Shipyards have long been self-sufficient regarding all disciplines of shipbuilding. 

Occasional work has been subcontracted to, for example, even the peak loads. In 

today’s shipbuilding, however, workload and complexity of certain outfitting work 

can vary significantly across disciplines, which requires highly skilled personnel 

for certain amounts of time. To handle this variation, it is increasingly common for 

most of the advanced modern shipyards to move towards extensive use of 

subcontractors - which eventually leads to shipyard only assembling the hull and 

doing the outfitting, thus the term “assembly shipyard”. Subcontracting increases 

capability to react flexibly to rapid changes in demand and reduces fixed labor costs. 

(Andritsos et al. 2000, p. 20-21, p. 80) Assembly shipyard’s production concept is 

based on outsourcing the construction of sections and blocks to co-operating and 

subcontracting shipyards. (Kujala et al. 2015, p. 1) 

 

2.3 Outsourcing and subcontracting 

 

“Outsourcing is to transfer people or assets to a third-party provider. It is more of a 

business process than a procurement process. Subcontracting is to transfer a process 

alone”. (Wei 2012, p. 2) According to a paper by European Commission published 

in 2009, 50-70 % of value added in shipbuilding industry comes from 

subcontractors and suppliers, and for more complex ships this can be as high as 70-

80 % (IKEI 2009, p. 34). This strategy allows shipyard to focus on its core 

competencies, such as organizing the assembly of the ship. Less profitable or highly 

specific functions are consequently passed on to subcontractors. Tasks like 

outfitting are mostly performed by subcontractors. However, outsourcing and 

subcontracting come with an increased need of proper coordination and 

surveillance on work performed by various subcontractors. Often one contractor’s 

work depends on the work of another, and deficiency in meeting quality standards 
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or deadlines can result in a chain reaction of accumulated costs and risks 

downstream, and delay the delivery of the final product. (Wei 2012, p. 2-3) 

 

Another problem caused by heavy outsourcing and subcontracting is the loss of 

industry-specific tacit knowledge and skills, which is particularly important for 

shipbuilding as a high-tech industry. To give an example of this tacit knowledge: 

outfitting worker forms a mental picture from the drawing, considers the installing 

order, visually confirms the availability of necessary parts, considers the 

transportation method, visualizes the tools needed and then carries out the work. 

This requires a lot of experience and skills. (Wei 2012, p. 3) The long-term effects 

of outsourcing and subcontracting throughout the supply chain are also quite 

ambiguous, since the risks are simply passed on to the subcontracted third party 

companies.  (Muller 2007, p. 9) 

 

Many European shipbuilding companies concentrate on the high value-added, high 

quality end of the market, and the use of subcontracting can result in a trade-off 

between cost reductions and product quality. The response to this problem is often 

to reverse the process of outsourcing by re-integrating or ‘insourcing’ what had 

previously been outsourced. (Müller, T. 2007, p. 10) 

 

2.4 Outfitting 

 

Outfitting is the process of fabrication and installation of non-structural 

components, such as the main propulsion system, pumps and piping systems, 

electrical system and air conditioning (HVAC). In many instances, outfitting 

represents as much as 50% of the cost of the ship and as much as 50% ship 

construction time (Graves 1982, p. 1). However, scheduling of outfitting processes 

is very complex due to disturbances by unexpected delays, system variations and 

capacity limitations, which can result in the delay of entire ship production system. 

(Wei et al. 2010, p. 1) 
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The importance of outfitting can be seen in research by Andritsos & Perez-Prat in 

2000, stating that in modern passenger cruise vessel the outfitting work, in terms of 

cost, can represent up to 80 % of total work. (Andritsos et al. 2000, p. 20) However, 

a German study (König et al. 2007) on outfitting in shipbuilding and civil 

construction projects states, that outfitting processes lack proper planning, pointing 

out that in both forms of outfitting an extensive coordination effort is necessary 

(König et al. 2007). The outfitting process can also delay the entire ship production 

due to unexpected shortages of material, system variations and capacity limitations 

(Dong et al. 2016, p. 2) 

 

In a research from Wei in 2012, it is stated that improvement of production 

processes yields more sustainable results for a shipyard, than making innovations 

in designs in one particular shipbuilding project. This is because many production 

process innovations are not easily copied. For Europe to compete against low-cost 

countries it is important to be process-innovative and use improved technology in 

production processes, and “any improvement in outfitting processes would yield 

substantial benefits for the shipbuilding industry”. (Wei 2012, p. 2) 

 

2.5 Planning of outfitting 

 

According to Wei et al. (2012), planning of outfitting is currently not sufficiently 

taken care of in shipbuilding. Shipyards have the role of project coordinator, but 

processes seem to proceed uncoordinated, as shipyards provide subcontractors with 

a general time frame, and subcontractors plan their own work in detail, independent 

from other executers. This leads to interferences and disturbances in outfitting 

processes, which in turn cause conflicts, rework and delay. There is a need for 

integral and reliable planning in the outfitting process, that would strengthen the 

cooperation among involved parties and reduce conflicts on site. (Wei 2012, p. 3) 

 

A study done in Netherlands regarding the planning of outfitting shows that most 

recent and relevant papers published are from more than twenty years ago (Wei et 

al. 2010, p. 1). Another paper done at University of Michigan says that while scarce 
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in literature, contemporary outfitting planning relies heavily on the experience and 

judgement of key personnel, continuing that all studies found in literature provide 

static outfitting planning models, which are likely to fail when common 

shipbuilding problems arise, such as demand change during production, or variation 

in processing times. (Dong et al. 2013, p. 2) 

 

A 2010 study by Wei et al., looks into the possibilities of automatically generating 

an outfitting schedule, based on analytical approach combined with a mathematical 

model. Lacking the completion times of activities in outfitting, the paper produces 

means for a predefinable sequence, but no actual schedule, which is needed in an 

early phase of design. (Wei et al. 2010, p. 1-12) 

 

Like Wei et al. in 2010, many papers introduce results based on different simulation 

models (Ozkok & Helvacioglu 2013, Wei 2012, Wei et al. 2010, Fafandjel et al 

2008, König et al. 2007, Dong et al. 2016), but case examples are few in literature. 

However, these simulation models, once tested can be very useful as decision 

support systems during early planning and design (Andritsos et al. 2000, p. 54). 

 

2.6 Modular outfitting 

 

A literature study conducted by Ozkok & Helvacioglu in 2013 states that papers 

regarding pre-outfitting (block outfitting) are very limited, and that modular 

outfitting concept is mentioned in three papers. One is a paper by Fafandjel et al. 

(2008), where it is mentioned that modularizing and moving outfitting away from 

the hull towards the workshop is a way to shorten lead time, reduce costs and 

increase competitiveness without investing in new facilities or equipment - 

regardless of the shipyard type. However, costs are increased during ship and 

module design as well as workhours in the workshop (Fafandjel et al. 2008, p. 2-

4). 

 

Kujala et al. (2015) point out, that moving outfitting out of the ship by increasing 

modular and block outfitting is a way to shorten the lead time of a shipbuilding 
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project. (Kujala et al. 2015, p. 1) In 2014, Huttunen reported an average of 35 % 

increase of productivity in outfitting work based on modular outfitting in building 

a cruise ship. Modularity also decreased the amount of hot work on the hull by 80 

%, increasing safety and better working conditions. (Huttunen 2014, p. 84) 

 

2.7 Summary of literature review 

 

Of all supply chain types, ETO requires the most coordination effort due to a large 

number of participants, sporadic demand and simultaneous engineering and 

manufacturing. Competitiveness in an ETO-environment comes largely from the 

ability to coordinate internal and external processes. 

 

The importance of successful block outfitting (or pre-outfitting) in shipbuilding 

projects is widely agreed upon, but case examples on successful methods are rare. 

This is partly due to shipyards not wanting to publish accurate data of outfitting 

rates or outfitting procedures, as this could affect competitiveness. The significance 

and difficulty of outfitting planning is also recognized, with efforts to create usable 

simulation models that could be used in the early stages of production design. While 

outsourcing and subcontracting activities are increasing, contemporary outfitting 

planning relies heavily on the experience and judgement of key personnel. 

 

Modularization of outfitting has positive effects on outfitting efficiency and overall 

lead time, especially in cruise ship projects. Issues mentioned regarding outfitting 

consist of material shortages, changes in plans, systems, or demand, lifting capacity 

limitations, or inexperienced workforce. 
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3 LEAN PHILOSOPHY AND ITS APPLICABILITY SHIPBUILDING 

 

This chapter describes briefly what Lean philosophy is about, and how it could be 

applied in the shipbuilding environment. Lean in shipbuilding is still a novel 

concept, with little research material or case examples. However, similarities with 

construction industry make it possible to adapt certain characteristics and tools from 

Lean construction, which is a variation of the original Lean manufacturing. 

 

3.1 Lean manufacturing 

 

Lean is a term used for describing an ideology, where the goal is to systematically 

identify and reduce the amount of non-value adding phases of production and 

management (waste) to shorten the time between customer order and delivery, and 

to make the company more responsive to changes - without forgetting continuous 

improvement. In essence, “Lean attempts to generate more value for its customers, 

whilst utilizing less resources” and “it always tries to emphasize the concept of 

value and the eradication of waste in a continuous method based on common sense”. 

(Bhasin 2015, s. 2-5) 

 

The roots of Lean are in Toyota Production System (TPS), created at Toyota Motor 

Corporation by Taiichi Ohno, Shingeo Shingo and Eiji Toyoda between 1948 and 

1975 (Tsigkas 2013, s. 45). In the 1980’s TPS was studied by a team at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) - who then came up with the term 

“Lean”. Despite having its roots in manufacturing, Lean has evolved to be 

applicable throughout organizations and outside manufacturing industry (Stone 

2012). 

 

Value added (VA) activity is defined as “…any activity that changes the shape, 

form, or function of materials or information to meet customer’s needs”, excluding 

common work such as material handling, inspection or temporary structures. “Non-

value adding but required” (NVAR) are necessary activities that have no permanent 

effect on the finished product (transporting, washing, etc.). (Diekmann et al. 2004, 
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p. 59) In recent Lean-literature eight wastes (non-value adding activities) are 

identified as follows: 

 

• Overproduction - producing more than there is demand, worst of all 

wastes as it multiplies all other wastes 

• Inventory - takes up valuable space, ties up resources, material may 

become obsolete whilst in stock, hides errors 

• Defects - result in scrap/reworking (both a costly process) preceded by 

poor manufacturing process 

• Waiting - any delays in subsequent processes 

• Transportation - unnecessary movement of information, items, 

materials, parts or finished goods 

• Motion - unnecessary physical moving around workspace caused by 

poor standard procedures or poor work area layout 

• Over-processing - any unnecessary steps during manufacturing process, 

producing higher quality than is required 

• Incorrect use of staff and their abilities. (Bhasin 2015, p. 3-5) 

 

Guidelines to facilitate leanness and eliminate waste include: 

• Long-term philosophies should govern short-term strategies 

• Create a continuous and transparent flow 

• Level the workload 

• Standardize tasks to ease improvement and error identifying 

• Investigate personally by going to the work place to observe 

(Kristoffersen 2012, p. 9) 

 

The following factors were considered very important in a literature review based 

on implementing lean change in an organization: leadership and support from top 

management, communication, training, project selection, employee engagement, 

desire to improve, managing resistance to change, project team selection, 

completing the project, accountability, ownership and follow up of results. (Turesky 

& Connell 2010, p. 112) 
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3.2 Lean construction 

 

Lean is widely attributed to manufacturing, where processes are standardized and 

designed models are multiplied. In contrast, in construction only one example is 

built, which is at the same time the prototype (Kristoffersen 2012, p. 10). As stated 

by Diekmann et al. (2004), the production systems in manufacturing are defined 

and controlled by the configuration of a production line, whereas in construction 

the production system is defined by project management and the individual 

workers. Uncertainty of production comes with need for increased emphasis on 

planning. (Diekmann et al. 2004, p. 35) The physical production cells as well as the 

“designed layout” of the workshop floor which makes implementing some of the 

Lean-principles intuitive, disappears (Kristoffersen 2012, p. 11). 

 

Construction is a combination of fabrication and assembly at the site. Even though 

fabrication at workshop floor is tried to be maximized, the final assembly always 

occurs on site, and the key to efficient site assembly in construction is planning and 

control (Ballard 1998, p. 1). In a literature review from 2012 (Kristoffersen et al.) 

it is said that state of the art Lean “prescribes a bottom-up approach to planning”, 

where planning starts with weekly work plans and is worked towards forming the 

project schedule. Information about requirements has to be visible and 

commitments individually requested and given. (Kristoffersen 2012, p.10-11) 

 

3.3 Last Planner - a method for planning and control 

 

The Last Planner was created in the 1990’s as a method for production planning of 

construction. It was based on the notion, that approximately half of weekly planned 

tasks are completed during said week. In traditional production planning, the work 

is divided into parts, that are divided into smaller parts, and a “work breakdown 

structure” is created. This is done from the top down, as are the plans that refer to 

the work structure, where more specific plans are always based on a higher-level 

plan. This can be regarded as push-planning: the work is pushed into production, 
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regardless of extant preconditions at operational level (as all plans are based on a 

higher-level plan). (Koskela & Koskenvesa 2003, p. 15-16) 

 

However, high-level planning is dependent of completion of tasks, and these tasks 

ultimately lead to assignments, that consist of specific physical work. The “last 

planner” is the person, or group responsible of performing the physical work, and 

as such, responsible of the completion of the individual task at operational level. 

(Paez et al. 2005, p. 238) 

 

Last Planner is a method for short-term planning and for control of operations, 

implying that the last worker in the supply chain is also engaged in planning. Its 

goal is to create a reliable work-flow by having the project team, including all 

affected firms, collaboratively create a phase plan for a segment of the work (such 

as the foundations of a construction). It is a social process that involves discussion 

with site staff and planning, ensuring that work is ready to be done when the time 

comes. (Gao & Pheng Low 2014, p. 36) 

 

To ensure that a task can be done, a weekly meeting is held between aforesaid 

participants, where the plan for the next week is created. In order for a planned task 

to be accepted in the week plan, all necessary preconditions have to be ready, and 

the person responsible for the task’s completion has to agree to it. Furthermore, a 

rolling, continuous look-ahead planning for the next 4-6 weeks is implemented. The 

goal of this practice is to make necessary preconditions ready, thus ensuring a 

sufficient backlog of ready-to-complete tasks. Previous tasks and their completion 

rate is also monitored on a weekly basis, and the root causes, that have prevented 

completion, are investigated in order to increase the completion rate of future tasks. 

(Koskela & Koskenvesa 2003, p. 5-14) 

 

Main principle of Last Planner is to plan in greater detail as the planned work gets 

closer, because scheduling done nearer the time of execution generally benefits 

from more reliable information. Second principle is to produce plans in 

collaboration with the people who perform the actual work, incorporating their 
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experience and knowledge. (Ballard & Tommelein 2012, p. 93) Also, inherent in 

TPS (and Lean) is to understand that line workers can address problems and come 

up with improvements at more detailed level than management (Spear & Bowen 

1999, 104-106) The last planner method has also shown good results in an ETO-

environment (Koskela & Koskenvesa 2003, p. 72). 

 

Methods for minimizing waste through reduction of variability and uncertainty in 

processes have been widely discussed in construction project management. Last 

Planner especially has been promoted as a method to address uncertainty, and 

appears to have become synonymous with Lean construction. (Jorgensen 2008, p. 

387) According to Paez et al. (2005), Last Planner and daily meetings are essential 

aspects of Lean construction, since they deal with uncertainty and exceptions (Paez 

et al. 2005, p. 243). 

 

3.4 Lean in shipbuilding 

 

Shipbuilding and construction are both project-driven and deliver bespoke products 

(Dugnas & Oterhals 2008, p. 324). They also share the similarity of production 

where in the process of assembly the product becomes too large to move through 

workstations, so workstations are moved in and around the products. (Kristoffersen 

2012, p. 1) 

 

Regarding aforementioned principles of Lean philosophy, and Lean construction, a 

case research done by Kristoffersen (2012) indicates, that in shipbuilding (1) 

creating a continuous flow is unrealistic as the nature of construction is product-as-

site, (2) avoiding stocks and overproduction to eliminate waste is partially not 

applicable, since in shipbuilding it is necessary to secure the supply of large and 

complex items (such as thrusters, main boards, pumps, engines), and (3) 

standardized work processes, although important for improvement, may be hard to 

attain due to constantly changing variables (such as workplace, schedule, man-

power). (Kristoffersen 2012, p. 1-16) 
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When implementing Lean at Norwegian shipyards, it became apparent that not all 

Lean principles that are successfully applied in construction are applicable to same 

extent in shipbuilding, and that it is necessary to consider the following issues: 

• Do we need the entire list of tools and techniques, and if not, which to 

employ? 

• Which elements come first? 

• What brings quickest benefits and strengthens motivation immediately? 

• Do we implement plant-wide, or in focused areas? 

• How does continuous improvement fit into the picture? 

• How detailed should the plans be? 

• How do we know when we are really lean? 

 

The implementation process was started with the Last Planner system while taking 

into consideration, that the sequence of application of Lean-techniques is strictly 

dependent on shipyard’s current situation and strategy. At one of the shipyards the 

Last Planner implementation showed improvement in managing change orders, 

process transparency and variability, as well as in managing continuous 

improvement. The implementation process should start where it is most appropriate 

in terms of strategy, facility layout, available resources and such. Instead of “list 

thinking”, priorities for Lean implementation should correspond with shipyard’s 

strategy. (Dugnas & Oterhals 2008, p. 328-330) 

 

3.5 Visual management 

 

The strategy of increasing immediate information availability, providing people 

with sensory work aids and systematically removing information blockages for 

better information flow at a work place is called visual management. It is used to 

expose problems, inspire improvement and to understand situations at a glance. A 

good visual management tool has (1) information presented for people to use at 

will, (2) information is added ahead of time to prevent information deficiencies, (3) 

the display of information is situated in direct interface between the operator and 
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the process element, and (4) the communication relies little or not at all on verbal 

or textual information. (Tezel et al. 2016, p. 767-784) 

 

As a fundamental element of TPS (and Lean), visual management helps overcome 

information deficiencies and reduce unnecessary human activities (wastes), such as 

guessing, searching for material, quality control and unevenness in a production 

system. Information is integrated on workplace elements (walls, floors, tools, etc.) 

close to the place where the information is needed. Benefits from visual 

management are increased ability to communicate, continuous improvement, job 

facilitation, creating shared ownership, management by facts, simplification and 

organizational unification through transparency of information. (Tezel et al. 2011, 

p. 1-2) 

 

Increased transparency supports management-as-organizing, as opposed to 

management-as-planning, where the former is based on the idea that managers are 

responsible for providing the production all necessary preconditions needed. This 

includes information, thus mitigating hierarchical communication, where workers 

are dependent on foremen regarding information and access. (Tezel et al. 2016, p. 

778-779) 

 

When flexibility is needed and production environment is non-predictable, even 

chaotic, a tool that shares the right information helps alleviate the complexity of a 

production system. There is a strong link between waste (non-value adding 

activities) and inadequate information sharing at work place, since people often 

spend time searching, wandering and waiting for materials or information in order 

to carry out their task. (Viana et al. 2014, p. 776) Visual management also improves 

planning and control in an ETO-environment. Viana et al. (2014) showed in their 

case example, that sharing information about production through a visual planning 

board enabled different units to understand what was the common goal, instead of 

focusing blindly on their own tasks. (Viana et al. 2014, p. 784-785) 
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4 MAIN PHASES OF A SHIPBUILDING PROCESS AT AHS 

 

Shipbuilding at AHS is characterized by engineer to order manufacturing (ETO). 

Since serial production is very unusual and most ships are designed in close 

collaboration with the customer, the majority of manufacturing is bespoke. This 

means that every ship is custom engineered to customer’s specifications - and often 

during manufacturing. The percentage of identical parts between different ships is 

significantly smaller than, for example, in car industry, where various models can 

be based on same chassis. This chapter describes the main phases of AHS 

shipbuilding process, giving an understanding of the whole, but also of block 

outfitting’s role in it.  

 

4.1 Core competencies of AHS 

 

In recent decades, Helsinki shipyard has gradually undergone strategic reforming, 

including outsourcing more work to subcontractors, and moving from a 

manufacturing shipyard towards an assembly shipyard. Instead of fabricating in-

house, most of the ship blocks, steel and structural work, and majority of 

prefabricated materials, such as steel panels and piping, are now made by 

subcontractors, leaving the operational and project management responsibility for 

AHS. This enables the shipyard to concentrate on its core competencies: design, 

production planning, and organizing and synchronizing construction projects. 

 

AHS together with its project partners must accomplish four main tasks to build 

ships: (1) the engineering and design of the ship, (2) construction of steel structures 

followed by erection of the hull (figure 9), (3) outfitting of non-structural equipment 

and systems that enable the ship to perform targeted missions, and (4) 

commissioning and sea trials. This requires efficient co-operation, transparent 

information and clear responsibilities between different partners during a project. 
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Figure 9. Erecting the hull: bridge block being lifted in its place on ship #509 

 

Figure 10 shows the main phases of an AHS shipbuilding project, showing what is 

required before certain process can begin. For example, there can be no block 

fabrication without basic- and detail design. In reality most of these processes 

overlap during a shipbuilding project. Figure 10 starts with bidding phase, which 

includes a preliminary design of the ship with performance figures to get an initial 

idea of cost. There are several other stages of preparation between the customer and 

the shipyard prior to signing a contract, but these stages are irrelevant regarding the 

thesis and have thus been left out. This chapter is to give a basic understanding of 

how ships are built at AHS. 

 

4.2 Design phase 

 

After the contract has been signed, design phase continues with basic design, 

accompanied by detail design. The objective of basic design is to create a technical 

description of the ship according to customer’s, classification society’s and 

authorities’ requirements, and to provide technical information for procurement 

within the ship cost budget. Main equipment and systems are acquired, and their 

suppliers attached to the project during basic design. (Arctech Management Manual 

2012, p. 31-32) 
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Figure 10. Overview of shipbuilding phases at AHS 

 

Detail design provides manufacturing plans for prefabrication and installation, 

based on approved basic design material. Detail design also supports production 

during shipbuilding process and ensures the functionality of solutions, and allocates 

and directs all material needed in the manufacturing work. For example, piping 

diagrams for main engine systems are basic design drawings, but detail design 

shows how and where to install such pipes. All the pre-fabricated material used in 

block outfitting is fabricated based on detail designs, and the installing is done 
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according to detail designs. Due to tight schedule and simultaneous design and 

production phases, significant customization and possibly innovations occurs 

during manufacturing, which means that many change orders are made as the ship 

is built. 

 

4.3 Production phase 

 

Production starts, when design phase is ready enough, and it has two overlapping 

main phases: outfitting and hull erection. Production is supported throughout the 

project by procurement- and material process, ensuring timely supplies of material 

according to schedule, which is provided by production planning. ETO-

environment requires production- and work planning to be actively involved in 

production throughout the process, reacting to changing schedule. 

 

Production planning provides the procurement schedule for design and 

procurement departments. Work planner creates a part-by-part sequence based on 

detail drawings for procurement and workshops to follow. This sequence defines 

when material is needed in fabrication or outfitting with daily accuracy. Due to 

space limitations, it is imperative to install the material in correct order, for it is 

impossible, for example, to install main engines after the hull is complete, without 

cutting a large hole in the side or the deck. 

 

Structure and block fabrication carries out manufacturing of the structures and 

blocks that form the hull. The strategy of AHS is to use subcontractors for block 

fabrication, but some blocks are still fabricated in Helsinki. Block fabrication starts 

as soon as basic- and detail designs for the block are ready, accompanied by block 

outfitting as soon as block fabrication permits. The material flow during this early 

block outfitting is coordinated by AHS, while actual outfitting is performed by the 

subcontracting shipyard, until the block is shipped to Helsinki. 

 

Outfitting refers to the fabrication and installation process of non-structural 

components, such as the main propulsion system, pumps, pipes and piping systems, 
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electrical systems, air conditioning (HVAC) and air ducts, cable trays and cables 

and so forth. There are two types of outfitting during production: first block 

outfitting, then area outfitting.  

 

Block outfitting starts as soon as a block’s fabrication is complete enough for the 

block to be outfitted, and ends when the block is moved to dry dock to be joined to 

the hull. Block outfitting comprehends the installation of all nonstructural material 

and equipment relevant to the block that is being outfitted. At AHS, the lifting 

capacity of cranes at the dry dock makes it possible to have blocks fully outfitted 

before hull erection. Ideally block outfitting begins at the subcontracting shipyard 

and is finalized at AHS, but complying to the scope of thesis, only outfitting done 

at AHS is analyzed. Figure 11 shows two blocks at their final stages of block 

outfitting in block outfitting hall, where equipment is lifted in using cranes and 

access is clear. Outfitting tower for accessing the blocks can be seen between the 

blocks. 

 

 

Figure 11. After painting block outfitting in progress, blocks 350 and 370 from ship 

#514 
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Subcontractors are used for outfitting, and it is common practice to have the same 

subcontractor outfit an area as a whole on a fixed contract, which means that the 

subcontractor who carries out the block outfitting, continues with the area outfitting 

after the block goes to the hull. This has several advantages, but regarding block 

outfitting, it is of mutual interest for the shipyard and the subcontractor to be able 

to outfit as much as possible during block outfitting, because it is faster and easier 

than area outfitting due to space and facilities. Figure 12 is a combination of two 

photos taken inside ship #513 during area outfitting phase to demonstrate the poor 

accessibility and haling conditions, when compared to block outfitting phase. 

 

  

Figures 12. Examples of poor access during area outfitting 

 

Area outfitting comprehends outfitting done on the hull, and it begins after block 

outfitting, and after the block has been brought to dry dock, lifted and jointed to the 

hull, and continues until the area is fully outfitted. The area is defined by what 

systems are managed in said area in the ship. For example, area 21 is the “main 

engine room”, consisting of two blocks, but once these blocks are welded in the 

hull, they become part of the area they are in. The main goal for area outfitting is to 

provide fully outfitted and functioning areas for commissioning and test phases. 
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Main tasks for hull assembly include the assembly/erection of the ship’s hull from 

outfitted and painted blocks, and the launching of the ship. Hull assembly also takes 

care of pressure testing the ship’s tanks, surface treating the ship, and arranging 

building dock and ship services. (Management manual) Figure 13 shows the first 

block (350) of ship #513 being laid down into the dry dock - this is the start point 

of hull erection. The white and red fabrics inside the block in figure 13 are for 

covering equipment that have been installed (outfitted) during the block outfitting 

phase. 

 

 

Figure 13. “Laying of the keel”, first block (350) of ship #513 lifted into the dry 

dock, hull erection has begun 

 

Commissioning & tests begins when certain area’s outfitting, system connections 

and pressure tests have been completed. The main objective is to demonstrate that 

all equipment, systems and units meet the requirements set in specifications and 

regulations, and are ready for the final inspection. Commissioning & tests include 

sea trials, and personnel from the shipyard, customer, classification society, and 

from different system suppliers. Customer crew is trained to ensure proper 

operation of the ship after delivery. 
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During production, all work that has been done has to be approved by the 

classification society and the owner. Both have representatives at the shipyard 

during production, with the purpose of assisting with quality standards and issues 

that arise in the project, and approving the work that is done by regulations and 

according to the plans. 

 

The work is inspected by AHS and owner representatives, and when it is as agreed, 

the work is approved by the owner. Every piece of ship is inspected in this manner 

and gets sold bit by bit to the owner, as the representative approves the work. 

Sometimes, when installing a system or welding a special unit gets to a specific 

point, the owners representative is called to see it before the work continues, this is 

called patrol inspection. Nothing gets approved officially, but the workers get 

permission to continue, and it is made sure that owner agrees with the way of 

production. 

 

4.4 Timeline for AHS shipbuilding project 

 

There are two general production types: Asian and European. Asian production type 

waits for both basic and detail designs to be completed before production begins, 

while European type production starts when basic design is ready enough, and 

finishes basic design in parallel with production. European type comes with more 

risks, but shorter lead time.  

 

AHS production is of the European type, which requires experienced personnel and 

an agile organization where changes and decisions can be made promptly without 

jeopardizing the quality and schedule. Figure 14 illustrates a suggestive project 

timeline for a shipbuilding process at AHS, showing how design processes overlap 

with production and how different phases correlate with each other during a 

shipbuilding project. 
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Figure 14. A Gantt chart of a shipbuilding project (suggestive). 

 

The main equipment and auxiliary systems are procured at an early stage, based on 

figures created during the basic design of the bidding phase. This is partly due to 

long delivery times for main equipment, but also to engage the suppliers in the 

project. This early investment motivates to strive for short lead time and pushes to 

start the production without delay. 

 

The top yellow-lined timeline in figure 14 is hull erection schedule, which is the 

main schedule and defines the schedule for block fabrication and outfitting. This 

means, that if block fabrication is delayed, block outfitting time gets shorter as the 

hull schedule will not be changed. In general, if block outfitting is delayed for any 

reason, more outfitting has to be done in area outfitting phase, which creates 

pressure towards the end of hull erection schedule. Possible reasons for delayed 

block outfitting are presented in chapter 6. 

 

Commissioning & tests is the final production phase and it begins in parallel with 

area outfitting and hull erection (as systems permit), and ends in sea trials. This 
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testing period includes the starting of main engines, as well as the launch of the 

ship. After successful sea trials the ship is ready to be delivered. 
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5 BLOCK OUTFITTING AT AHS 

 

This chapter gives a more thorough description of block outfitting at AHS. The 

block outfitting sequences are explained, as well as different material categories 

used in block outfitting. The information flow in block outfitting process is also 

explained in detail, to give and understanding of the different parties involved in 

the material flow, and how they share information in order to have material where 

it is needed, when it is needed. 

 

The objective of block outfitting process is to produce fully outfitted blocks to the 

hull department, accompanied by a list of outfitted materials. Main participants in 

this process are: AHS foreman, outfitting subcontractor and work planner. The 

majority of block outfitting at AHS is carried out by Blocks-department, but 

occasionally other departments participate as well. In this thesis, only block 

outfitting done by Blocks-department is analyzed. Blocks department is responsible 

for the fabrication of blocks and coordination of subcontractor-fabricated blocks, 

and their block outfitting. 

 

5.1 Block outfitting sequences 

 

All outfitting material belong to a certain sequence, such as “before painting into 

block” (BPB) or “after painting into block” (APB), as illustrated in figure 15. The 

sequencing of materials is done by work planner, based on hull erection schedule. 

BPB is normally carried out at the subcontracting shipyard, but due to delays, 

blocks are occasionally delivered to AHS unpainted, which is assumed in the thesis.  
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Figure 15. Phases of block outfitting, with scope of thesis outlined in yellow 

 

The sequence for material is largely defined by whether the installation includes hot 

work or not. The work areas used for block outfitting (outfitting hall and square) 

are also predefined, so work planners know where to order material when outfitting 

is carried out. 

 

Ideally, block outfitting starts during block fabrication, when block sections are 

open and easily accessible. Since block fabrication is excluded from the scope of 

thesis, this early outfitting is not discussed. However, it should be noted, that the 

material coordination of block outfitting that occurs during block fabrication at 

subcontracting shipyard is an important part of the block outfitting process. In 

addition to having the right items installed before painting, it is imperative to have 

solid information in advance of what will be installed, and what will not be installed 

before the block is delivered to Helsinki, so that there will be time to manufacture, 

or procure missing items. 

 

One of the rules of block outfitting is to perform all outfitting that require hot work 

before painting. If BPB materials are not available before painting, they are welded 

after painting. Hot work on painted surface always leads to extra work, as the area 

has to be smoothed or sandblasted and re-painted once burned. For example, the 

two large green equipment in figure 16 are pumps, and they are attached with bolts 

to foundations, but the foundations are welded to the hull. So, the foundations 

(BPB) are installed before painting, and the pumps (APB) after painting on the 

painted foundation. 
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Figure 16. Pump room block (350) at the final stages of after painting block 

outfitting 

 

In general, equipment (such as the pumps above) can also be installed before 

painting, which means that they need to be covered up during blasting and painting. 

Sensitive equipment, such as echo sounders are left at the APB-sequence to avoid 

unnecessary waste. 

 

5.2 Material types in block outfitting 

 

Materials in block outfitting can be roughly divided into three categories: 

components and equipment from a third-party supplier, prefabricated material and 

stock material. Third party components include engines, switch boards, pumps, 

separators, filters, furniture, appliances, computers - equipment that is not 

fabricated at the shipyard. This material is sourced from outside and typically has 

long delivery times. This category includes also large components, which are easy 

to install during block outfitting, but very difficult to get inside a closed hull. 

Typically, if late enough, a hole has to be cut into the deck, or into the side of the 

ship to get large components inside. 
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Pre-fabricated materials are items fabricated in-house or by a supplier according to 

detail designs. These materials include pipes, ventilation ducts, cable trays, 

machinery units, pipe packages and so on. Production of pre-fabricated material has 

to start many weeks in advance prior to outfitting due to long manufacturing times, 

but it requires design drawings since pre-fabricated materials are bespoke. If 

designs for these materials are late, the risk of running late with block outfitting 

increases. The outfitting of overdue materials is re-sequenced from block outfitting 

to area outfitting, which means outfitting in the hull-stage, which means four-fold 

outfitting time. 

 

Stock material, or “shelf material”, is basic material needed in block outfitting, 

readily available from the warehouse or shipyard storages. The amount of stock 

material items is controlled by warehouse using order points/order levels. Includes 

certain valves, gaskets, pipe supports and couplings, among other material that is 

needed when installing pre-fabricated material or third party components. 

Regardless of material, there is often a critical order in block outfitting, where 

uninstalled A prevents from installing B, C and D, and then it is imperative to have 

the material A at hand when you need it. Sometimes this critical order is the result 

of a last-minute change in design, that was made during block outfitting, and this 

requires fast reaction and good information flow between responsible parties. 

 

5.3 Information flow in block outfitting 

 

Complying to the scope of thesis, figure 17 depicts the information flow that occurs 

at the final stages of block outfitting. The flow chart is based on the three sources 

of material: company manual, interviews and notes from working alongside with 

AHS foremen. Personnel involved in material flow regarding block outfitting are 

as follows: 

• Work planner: sequences (BPB/APB) all outfitting items, defining the 

order of delivery and installation, and places work orders for 

prefabrications made at AHS workshop. Work planner is not part of 

Blocks-department. 
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• Procurement: contacts suppliers, makes purchase orders based on 

sequences created in ERP 

• Supplier: provides ordered items or material according to requirements. 

• Warehouse: contacts supplier to send ordered material to the shipyard, 

receives and checks material, and delivers it to block outfitting area. 

Provides stock material to block outfitting by request. 

• AHS foreman: coordinates the block outfitting with outfitting 

subcontractor according to schedule, supervises the work and sees to 

material being available for outfitting when needed. The link between 

subcontractor and the shipyard. 

• Subcontractor: outfits according to detail design drawings in compliance 

with quality standards and shipyard contract. 

 

The information flow in figure 17 is divided into three phases with different colors 

to clarify the process. First phase (red) shows how the purchase order is received 

by the supplier. Supply date in the purchase order is set according to a schedule, 

where the fabrication and transportation time for ordered material has been taken 

into consideration. Some purchase orders are created by design department or 

procurement directly, but most purchase orders regarding block outfitting are 

created by the work planner. 

 

1.1 Work planner places a purchase order request to the ERP 

1.2 Procurement receives the request from ERP 

1.3 Procurement sends the purchase order to a supplier 

1.4 Purchase order receipt - ERP shows “purchase order sent” 

 

Second phase (green) shows how material is requested to the shipyard and prepared 

for delivery to the block outfitting area. Warehouse requests the material to the 

shipyard by sequences shown in ERP. Plans often change, which is why the picking 

order for final delivery date and destination is created either by the work planner, 

or the foreman. To ensure adequate delivery planning time for the warehouse, three 
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days picking time has to be given by company policy (during busiest periods 

picking orders are created with immediate delivery request). 

 

2.1 ERP tells warehouse to request the material from the supplier 

2.2 Warehouse sends a request to the supplier to deliver the material 

2.3 Supplier delivers the material 

2.4 Work planner or AHS foreman creates a picking order to ERP 

2.5 Warehouse receives the picking order from ERP 

 

Third phase (brown) shows how the material is delivered to the block outfitting area 

and installed in the block. On the date of need, warehouse delivers the material to 

the outfitting area, and sends a delivery receipt to who created the picking order. 

Material is then installed by a subcontractor, who reports progress to supervising 

AHS foreman, who reports progress to ERP during outfitting, and finally to the hull 

department when block outfitting ends and area outfitting begins. 

 

3.1 The material is delivered to designated outfitting area 

3.2 Warehouse sends a delivery receipt to the one who made the picking order (2.1) 

3.3 AHS foreman coordinates the outfitting with the subcontractor 

(3.4 Subcontractor performs the outfitting at the block outfitting area) 

3.5 Subcontractor reports progress and possible problems to the AHS foreman 

3.6 AHS foreman reports the outfitted material to ERP 

 

When block outfitting ends and the block is transported to dry dock, block outfitting 

foreman delivers a list of outfitted materials to the hull department. 
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Figure 17. The information flow of block outfitting 

 

In compliance with Lean-philosophy’s view of value added, the only value adding 

activities (VA) performed in aforementioned depiction of information flow in block 

outfitting are at the bottom of figure 17, colored in dark blue. All other steps are 
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either non-value adding (NVA) or non-value adding but required (NVAR). This 

helps understand that the purpose of activities outside dark blue boxes in figure 17, 

is to support the actual installation of materials. The foreman of block outfitting is 

the only AHS person involved in the flow of material and information, who is close 

to the actual place of outfitting work (VA work), and therefore has the most recent 

information regarding the outfitting work. 
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6 PROBLEMS OBSERVED IN BLOCK OUTFITTING 

 

For block outfitting process to be successful, it is imperative that outfitting material 

is available when needed. Material shortages in block outfitting can lead to entire 

project being late due to reasons mentioned in the introduction: an hour’s loss in 

block outfitting is on average four hours’ addition in area outfitting. Issues 

documented here came up during a five-month period while observing block 

outfitting alongside AHS foremen, and when conducting interviews between 

personnel involved.  During the observation period, there were material shortages 

every day. 

 

6.1 Unclear responsibilities in material flow 

 

During interviews it became apparent, that work planner and foreman have different 

ideas regarding responsibilities in creating picking orders between different 

categories of material, such as stock material, for example. Typical items in this 

category during observation period were stock items, such as valves, gaskets, 

axilocks and couplings. The underlying presumption with the interviewees was that 

usually the foreman is responsible for creating picking order for certain items 

(Niiranen 2017). 

 

When unclear, if a picking order has been made, the foreman checks the status of 

picking order from the ERP. If the picking order has not been created in time, it is 

now created with immediate delivery request without the three days’ notice to the 

warehouse. Even if the warehouse were able to perform the picking order 

immediately, this creates unnecessary work for both the foreman, and the 

warehouse. This could be eliminated by setting clear responsibilities regarding 

picking orders. 

 

This confusion in responsibilities is partly due to a dated job description, where the 

foreman’s duty was to be “on field and away from computer” supervising the 

outfitting work, while all material flow was carried out by the work planner. 
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Another reason is heavy rotation between staff and vague work guidelines, which 

leads to improvising. Today foreman’s work includes more material flow-related 

tasks, but the clear division of responsibilities has been omitted amid strategy 

changes, and emphasis is on the experience and professionalism of both the foreman 

and work planner. 

 

6.2 Lack of transparency in information 

 

In the first phase of figure 17, when the work planner creates a purchase order 

request with a predefined delivery date, there has been no planning or interaction 

with the outfitting AHS foreman. The foreman can only assume, that all material 

has been ordered for correct date and outfitting area, and work planner can only 

assume, that plans and sequence are as created. The work planner is also employed 

by several other departments, block outfitting being but one of them, so it is not 

always a priority to take care of block outfitting materials. 

• Example: Outfitting subcontractor asked AHS foreman about air ducts, 

that should have had arrived and should have been installed before cable 

trays and pipes. According to ERP, picking order had not been made. 

Reason for this was that work planner assumed that these air ducts were 

already installed at the subcontracting shipyard and came with the block. 

A new purchase order request had to be made to a supplier. The request 

had to be hurried, which caused the ducts to arrive unpainted, adding 

three weeks to the installation of the air ducts, preventing full 

installation of pipes and cable trays during block outfitting, leaving more 

outfitting work to the area outfitting phase, including the painting of 

ducts after installing. 

 

Blocks department has the most recent information regarding everything block-

related. During phase 3 of figure 17, there can be various changes, such as schedule 

changes, block outfitting area changes, manpower changes, or design changes in 

the structure. These changes affect the predefined sequence made by the work 

planner.  
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• Example: Work planner made a picking order for prefabricated pipes to 

be delivered to square 823. The fabrication was late, so work planner 

changed the destination to “itä 3” next to dry dock, because schedule 

showed that the block should have been transported to dry dock by the 

time pipes were to be fabricated. Work planner was not aware that 

schedule had just been changed and the block was still next to square 

823, far away from the dry dock. After lengthy searches the pipes were 

found. With more communication between foreman and work planner, 

this could have been avoided. 

 

After placing an order to a workshop, the order is not followed up, nor is the supplier 

obligated to report progress. Occasionally supplier forgets to fabricate what is asked 

and outfitting process has to be re-planned to some extent. This risk is unnecessary 

and easily eliminated, by assigning the task to someone personally. According to 

company management manual the follow-up is assigned to the person who creates 

the purchase order, but this is not done adequately, or at all. 

• Example: A third party pipe supplier was late on their delivery regarding 

piping in the exhaust casing (block 510). Work planner called the 

supplier to find out that they had forgotten to send the pipes to the 

shipyard. Meanwhile, the subcontractor had to plan his work and 

manpower again to keep working on other material that was available. 

 

Sometimes material goes missing between leaving the warehouse and being 

installed. Foreman expects the material to be where asked, but the subcontractor 

tells the material is nowhere to be found. This happens especially when there is a 

long gap between delivering material and actually using it, and someone has for 

some reason moved the material from where it was delivered to. This risk can be 

minimized by ordering the material when it is needed, so it will not lay around 

unused for long. The picking order receipt is sent to the one who made the picking 

order, as depicted in point 3.2. of figure 17, but it should always go at least to the 

foreman. 
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6.3 Inadequate supervision and follow-up of the actual outfitting 

 

When there is a lack of communication between the AHS foreman and outfitting 

subcontractor, problems are not addressed in time, nor is there a clear view of what 

has been done, will be done, or should be done. The subcontractor may notice a 

problem that prevents him from installing material A, but if there is material B 

available to work on, he will continue with material B and the risk of problem A 

remaining hidden from the AHS foreman increases. Although it is in the 

subcontractors own interest to report all problems as soon as they appear due to 

fixed contract, it needs to be made sure by the foreman on a frequent basis. Key 

feature here is to try to make the communication between the subcontractor and 

foreman as clear and unobstructed as possible. All errors should be identified as 

soon as possible in order to have time to react and avoid more outfitting being 

moved to area outfitting.  

 

Because the subcontractor company has a fixed contract, they would like to have 

all the material delivered to the work area at once - especially if there have been 

material shortages that have prevented planned progress. This regards also stock 

material: the subcontractor would like to have all gaskets and valves available at 

the work area. However, since there are many subcontractors working at the same 

time, material goes easily missing, or is “borrowed” from another working area - 

which is the result of not having enough material in the first place. This is why the 

foreman should have a clear idea of what is needed next, and order material 

accordingly. 

 

Because schedule changes are common, the painting date should not be considered 

as fixed, especially regarding critical items that should be installed before painting. 

Sometimes painting is moved earlier on schedule and if not addressed, the risk of 

falling late on installing pre-painting items increases. The foreman has the 

information about schedule changes, and he needs to be aware of the outfitting 

status all the time and notify the subcontractor if something should be hurried before 

painting. 
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Due to the nature of ETO-environment, changes in drawings are made constantly. 

The drawing that was used for evaluating the amount of work in a fixed contract 

signed with the subcontractor can change, and thus the amount of work changes 

too. When the planned work changes enough, it falls out of the fixed contract into 

“extra work”-category, which means more costs for the shipyard. If the foreman is 

not on top of the outfitting progress and the status of changes in drawings, there is 

a risk that the subcontractor does unnecessary work, and the process of redoing it 

increases costs and can affect the lead time. 

 

6.4 Sending the picking order delivery receipt to the right person 

 

When a picking order is collected by the warehouse staff, and delivered to the 

outfitting area, a delivery receipt is sent to the person who has created the picking 

order. Often that person is the work planner, who is not involved in the actual 

outfitting nor the working area, and is not as interested in whether or not the material 

has actually been delivered, as the foreman. This tiny lack of information sharing 

is the cause of much confusion and obscurity in knowing what material is available 

for the subcontractor to outfit. The outfitting foreman should always get the delivery 

information regardless of who created the picking order, so he is able to plan the 

outfitting and inform the subcontractor. 

 

The warehouse will send the delivery receipt to who is asked, but often the work 

planner does not know who the outfitting foreman is (will be) when creating the 

picking order. It is because some picking orders are created weeks in advance prior 

to needing the material, and at that time the outfitting foreman is yet to be 

designated. 

 

6.5 Wastes identified in block outfitting 

 

The wastes recognized by Lean philosophy were overproduction, inventory, 

defects, waiting, transportation, motion, over-processing and incorrect use of staff. 

Observation during the research showed that the biggest waste in the block 
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outfitting material flow is searching for material (not knowing, where the material 

is and what is its status). The combined hours of subcontractor and AHS foreman 

(often work planner and warehouse manager participate, too) searching for material 

either around the shipyard, or in ERP, is the biggest waste. When there is little or 

none following up done on materials that have been delivered to the working area, 

it is difficult to be aware of what can be outfitted or plan the outfitting. 

 

Overproduction in block outfitting is nearly impossible, since the process consists 

of assembling and installing prefabricated and often bespoke material based on 

bespoke drawings. But if turned other way around, underproduction, as the result 

of all other wastes, is a bigger waste than searching, because all uninstalled material 

is moved to area outfitting phase, which increases work related costs, increases risk 

of work related accidents, increases total outfitting time and may increase project 

lead time. 
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7 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

 

Certain Lean-related tools can be implemented individually and the proposed 

solution is - not to try to forcefully implement Lean where it is not easily 

implemented - but to figure out if there is something that could be adopted in 

enhancing the material flow of block outfitting. It became apparent at an early stage 

of observing block outfitting process, that the material flow could be improved by 

addressing foreman activity. The proposed solutions were implemented at the 

downstream end of the material flow, where the actual outfitting happens. A trial 

phase of daily status meetings was set up between the foreman and outfitting 

subcontractor, where visual management tools were used to report progress, 

identify issues and secure uninterrupted outfitting with planning. The solutions 

were implemented during the block outfitting of four blocks: 350 & 370, and 510 

& 540. These blocks belong to area 12 and area K4, respectively. 

 

7.1 Visual management and status meeting 

 

The status meeting was held every morning 08:00 at the meeting room of Blocks-

department adjacent to the block that was being outfitted. The idea was to 

standardize and increase routine-like communication between foreman and 

subcontractor and minimize the amount of hidden problems. 3-4 A1-sized hard 

copies of different detail drawings regarding the block that was being outfitted were 

printed and put on the wall, with transparent slides on top to enable adding and 

erasing color (only whiteboard markers were allowed). The most relevant and 

informative drawings were chosen together with the foreman, and they were used 

to report progress and issues (figures 18 and 19). 
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Figure 18. A simple visual management tool created from a detail design drawing 

 

The rules were simple: green for installed, red for problem. If some item was nearly 

installed, no color was added. In case of a problem, a Post-it note was added with a 

brief explanation. On a more advanced level, after several meetings, blue color was 

occasionally added to represent special information, with descriptions written on 

Post-it notes. In figure 19 the Post-it-notes above the drawings form a calendar to 

keep track of days when there were material shortages. 

 

 

Figure 19. AHS foreman and subcontractor planning the block outfitting 
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Three questions were presented to give structure to the meeting: “What have we 

installed?”, “What are we going to install next?”, and “Are there any problems 

preventing us from proceeding?”. A mobile board was also fabricated for blocks 

that were outfitted away from the meeting room (figure 20). Foreman could then 

choose according to situation to have the meetings at the block or at the meeting 

room. 

 

 

Figure 20. A mobile board for using visual management in status meetings 

 

A 10-minute time limit was introduced at the beginning of meetings, with a rule 

that problems were only to be brought up during the 10 minutes and solved later, or 

right after. A pre-requisite for the meeting was to not add to the workload of the 

foreman or subcontractor, but to keep it efficient, have clear guidelines and try to 

make it routine. It was explained thoroughly to the subcontractor that benefits from 

this meeting are mutual, as problems are addressed faster and more material can be 

outfitted during block outfitting stage. 
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7.2 Work instruction for the foreman of block outfitting 

 

Information sharing and blurred responsibilities were issues causing the most waste, 

resulting in missing material and forgotten orders, so a method to address these 

issues was needed. A work instruction for the foreman was created with the purpose 

of minimizing or eliminating the observed issues, to standardize the foreman’s 

work, and to create a framework for the block outfitting process. The instruction 

includes a planning phase (complying to Last Planner practices) and a management 

phase (before, during and after outfitting). 

 

The planning phase consists of a checklist (figure 21 & appendix 1), that engages 

the three main parties of the material flow (foreman, work planner, subcontractor) 

through the foreman of block outfitting by careful, yet simple look-ahead planning 

practice. The checklist consists of most common materials used in block outfitting 

and a timeline for outlining a loose schedule regarding the installing order of 

materials. The purpose of the checklist is to fail proof the material flow by setting 

clear responsibilities regarding ordering materials, and by making sure that during 

the next 4-6 weeks all material that is needed will be available. It creates a common 

view of project goals and means between the work planner, foreman and 

subcontractor, so that everybody has a clear understanding of what the team is 

striving for. A pre-requisite for the use of the instruction was to avoid creating more 

work and spending more time at meetings, but to have an efficient and usable tool 

for planning and a structure for information sharing between the work planner, 

foreman and subcontractor during outfitting. 
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Figure 21. Checklist for look-ahead planning in block outfitting  

 

The checklist is block specific, and the foreman chooses 2-4 detail drawings 

regarding the block, and goes through the drawings first with the work planner, then 

with the subcontractor. Using the checklist as guided in the work instruction, it 

becomes a tool for implementing Last Planner-method. The main timeframe 
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coming from the shipyard main schedule, showing when block outfitting starts and 

ends, as well as the painting date, is filled with relevant outfitting material in agreed 

order by the foreman and subcontractor. If both parties agree, that the timeframe is 

overabundant, or too short, the planning department can be informed accordingly, 

helping to adjust the main schedule. At the same time, this practice helps the 

subcontractor plan their manpower over different stages of outfitting. 

 

The management phase consists of the aforementioned status meeting with the 

visual management tool, as well as a list of weekly routines regarding official 

progress and manpower reporting. Reminders of things to consider during block 

outfitting are listed, such as patrol inspection: sometimes the owner’s approval 

regarding certain finished work should be asked before continuing, to be on the safe 

side. This is because if an issue occurs, it will be easier to fix during block outfitting 

phase, than on the hull. After outfitting - protocol is addressed in the final part, with 

cleaning up the working area and reporting the outfitting status to the “customer”, 

which is the hull department. The complete work instruction form is presented in 

appendices I-V.  
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8 RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

 

The status meeting was implemented in block outfitting during a 4-month test 

period. It received positive feedback, from the participants, as well as from the chief 

of Blocks-department. The block outfitting of the four blocks in ship #514, where 

status meeting was implemented, succeeded better than in previous two ships, 

which are identical with #514. Results are presented in chapter 8.3. A comparison 

is also made based on the results, to demonstrate the effect of improved block 

outfitting rate on later stages of outfitting. 

 

8.1 Status meeting & visual management 

 

The status meetings quickly became routine for the foreman and subcontractor: 

when the meeting took place, subcontractor went straight to the green marker, and 

while coloring and going through the drawing, he explained the issues and questions 

that had come up since last meeting. Some issues could not be solved immediately, 

but they were neither forgotten because the red color and Post-it-notes came up 

every day repeatedly during the coloring until they were solved. The meeting had 

good effects on progress reporting and even more in recognizing issues, since two 

professionals could discuss all issues in detail using the drawings as visual aid.  If 

something remained unclear, it was solved on block. 

 

The subcontractors understood the purpose and mutual benefit of the status meeting 

and gladly participated, and they almost always had issues to report that were 

hindering their progress. Often the foreman also had something to brief regarding 

changes in drawings or schedule. Sometimes the schedules of foreman and 

subcontractor did not coincide and the meeting was skipped, which did not have an 

effect on otherwise frequent information sharing. If the subcontractor could not 

leave the block, it was easy to move the meeting from the room to the block, or vice 

versa. 
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The visual management tools that were set up in the meeting room proved to be 

useful during blocks-department meeting as well, when visual aid was needed. For 

the next project, there will be specific drawings for department meetings. 

 

8.2 Work instruction 

 

The checklist sets clear responsibilities during planning phase, and status meeting 

with visual management tools increases supervision and transparency in 

information. The work instruction is a prototype and needs to be modified to the 

process’s needs as more outfitting is done. If issues occur, foreman refers back to 

the work instruction and sees if something was not taken into consideration when 

using the instruction. However, if all steps were considered, and issues still arise, 

there now exists a framework for continuous improvement that can be modified to 

address similar issues in the future. 

 

The checklist in the work instruction was created after block outfitting phase, so 

results from implementation are purely theoretical. However, considering found 

issues, including unclear responsibilities and lack of transparency in information, 

the checklist addresses these issues. 

 

8.3 Comparison between block outfitting rate and total outfitting man-hours 

 

The serial production of three identical ships provided a good opportunity to 

compare block outfitting and actualized production values. The status meeting was 

implemented in the block outfitting of four blocks in ship #514: blocks 350 & 370 

(area 12) and 510 & 540 (area K4). To see if the status meeting had an effect on 

block outfitting, a comparison was made between the three identical ships, 

comparing the block outfitting rate (= number of installed block outfitting items / 

number of all block outfitting items) of the four blocks. A further comparison of 

total outfitting man-hours (TOM = block outfitting man-hours + area outfitting 

man-hours) is also made, to see how the block outfitting rate affects total outfitting 

man-hours. Block outfitting man-hours are included in TOM, because if block 
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outfitting rate were compared directly to area outfitting man-hours, it would not 

show the increased block outfitting man-hours. 

 

Regarding ships #513 and #514, the man-hour numbers were extrapolated from 

reported progress (91 %/Area 12, 91 %/K4, and 75 %/Area 12, 71 %/K4, 

respectively), to have an estimate of final total man-hours. This was done, because 

the outfitting process was not complete during the writing of the thesis. A third 

variable was also chosen to illustrate the effect of block outfitting rate on direct 

costs: total used extra man-hours. These hours are paid outside of the fixed contract 

and usually are the result of changes in drawings, re-working, or having to use the 

shipyard’s own personnel more than planned. Extra man-hours are included in the 

comparison, because total outfitting man-hours do not correlate with costs, due to 

the nature of a fixed contract (cost is fixed, regardless of the man power). The 

figures have been divided with reference to total outfitting man-hours of #512, to 

obscure actual values. The values are presented in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of block outfitting man-hours between ships 512-514 in areas 

12 (blocks 350 & 370) and K4 (blocks 510 & 540) 

 

Regarding the first two columns, the block outfitting rate of 350 & 370 in ship #512 

was low, which resulted in high TOM. A 25 percentage point increase in block 

outfitting during ship #513 resulted in almost 50% better TOM. There was a large 

Area 12 

(350 & 370) 

Block outfitting 

rate 

Total outfitting man-

hours (TOM) 

Total used extra 

man-hours 

#512 5 % 10,0 4,3 

#513 30 % 5,1 1,8 

#514 72 % 4,6 0,5 

Area K4 

(510 & 540) 

   

#512 30 % 10,0 2,9 

#513 60 % 7,7 0,6 

#514 71 % 5,4 0,5 
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(1) , 

improvement in block outfitting rate during ship #514, resulting in TOM 4,6, which 

is less than half of the first ship. Considering production costs, this difference is 

significant. 

 

Referring to Area K4, blocks 510 & 540 were slightly better block outfitted than 

350 & 370, with outfitting rate of 30 % in ship #512 and TOM 10,0. Coming to ship 

#513, outfitting rate of 60 % corresponds to slightly decreased TOM. Ship #514 

had even better block outfitting rate, which led to TOM 5,4, which is 54% of the 

first ship’s TOM. 

 

Figure 22 shows the correlation between block outfitting rate and total outfitting 

hours (block- & area outfitting): better block outfitting rate means less total 

outfitting hours. The slopes of the approximated linear graphs in figure 22 are -7,4 

and -10,4 for area 12 & area K4, respectively. The equation for the linear regression 

is:             𝐿 =
∑(𝑥−𝑥1)(y−y1)

∑(𝑥−𝑥1)
2  

where x
1
’s & y

1
’s are the sample average of known x’s and known y’s. 

 

 

Figure 22. Correlation between block outfitting rate and total outfitting man-hours 

used 
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Although approximations, the similarity of slopes gives a more solid perception of 

the effect of block outfitting rate on TOM, than if the slopes were very dissimilar. 

The similarity of slopes is also notable, because the areas differ from each other 

regarding outfitting materials. Referring to figure 23, which shows the correlation 

between block outfitting rate and the hours of extra work (price is based directly on 

used hours), the correlation is similar to previous graph - better block outfitting rate 

means less extra hours. 

 

 

Figure 23. Correlation between block outfitting rate and total extra man-hours used 

 

The slopes of the approximated linear graphs in figure 23 are -6,1 for area 12 and  

-5,4 for area K4. Similar to previous graphs, the almost equal slopes of the 

approximations show the effect of block outfitting rate on total extra-hours used. 

 

8.4 Analysis of the comparison 

 

Referring to Figure 22, a 10% increase in block outfitting rate means approximately 

a decrease of 0,9 man-hours (based on average of the slopes, actual numbers 

modified). The comparison demonstrates the effect of block outfitting rate on total 

outfitting hours accurately, because the blocks and materials are nearly identical 

between the ships with very few exceptions. 
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It should be taken into consideration that the effect of block outfitting rate on TOM 

depends greatly on what type of outfitting material the block contains, as some 

materials are much easier and faster to install in block outfitting hall, when cranes 

are available, and if these are not installed during block outfitting, area outfitting 

man-hours will increase significantly. Smaller materials have less difference in 

installing duration between block and area outfitting (although installing requires 

four times more man-hours in area outfitting on average). This is why the priority 

in block outfitting should always be large components. In the case of area 12, it 

contains material that is extremely difficult to install when the block is sealed from 

above by another block, which is what happened regarding ship #512 (low block 

outfitting rate - most total outfitting man-hours used). 

 

It should be also noted, that increased block outfitting rate will not lead to decreased 

TOM indefinitely, since better block outfitting rate means more block outfitting 

man-hours, which adds to total man-hours. However, the use of man-hours is more 

effective during block outfitting in any case. The correlation of block outfitting rate 

and TOM is partly due to the fact, that during area outfitting, there are several 

departments working at the same time, some that could not start before the block is 

jointed. Interior-, electrical-, machinery- and in some cases, the deck outfitting 

department all try to perform their work in the same confined space. 

Understandably, everything cannot be done simultaneously, which leads to workers 

having to wait for their turn. When the production pressure increases, 

subcontractors add man power in order to stay on schedule and workers have to 

cram themselves in tight spaces with other workers. Safety risks go up and 

effectivity goes down. 

 

Because of the nature of fixed price contract with outfitting subcontractors, the 

increased outfitting hours does not correlate directly with increased costs. However, 

figure 23 shows the correlation of block outfitting rate on extra-hours used, which 

indicates the effect of block outfitting rate on direct costs: a 10 % increase in block 

outfitting rate means a decrease of 0,6 extra man-hours. 
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The effect of status meeting in improved block outfitting was positive. However, it 

is difficult to quantify, since successful block outfitting is the result of various 

processes that have occurred prior to actual outfitting. Some of these processes had 

not been successful during the outfitting of #512 and #513, preventing good block 

outfitting rate. Based on user feedback, the status meeting improved control over 

the block outfitting process and brought transparency to the information flow 

between the subcontractor and the shipyard. The block outfitting rate and used man-

hours at the end of block outfitting were also reported for the first time with accurate 

data due to improved follow-up and weekly reporting. Blocks department has 

announced to keep on using visual management and status meeting, as well as 

implementing the work instruction in block outfitting. Based on aforementioned 

results, it is clear that the emphasis of outfitting should be in the block outfitting 

phase. 

 

Quality of work was not taken into consideration during the calculation of man-

hours, nor the professionality of man power. Quality can affect total outfitting man-

hours, if the work performed does not qualify the requirements of the classification 

society, or the owner, thus leading to re-working. Skills and experience of the 

outfitter can also affect the total outfitting man-hours - a less skilled worker having 

to use more hours on a task. These aspects of work were left out of the scope, as 

they proved to be difficult to quantify. However, they should be recognized as 

affecting factors, when making more accurate calculations based on man-hours. 

 

8.5 Suggestions for future enhancement in material flow 

 

The work instruction is applicable throughout different departments’ area outfitting 

processes, after proved efficient in block outfitting. During interviews it became 

apparent, that similar issues as reported in this thesis hinder the material flow of 

other departments’ outfitting too. With this in mind, after successful 

implementation of the work instruction during the block outfitting of ship #515, and 

after improving the prototype, other departments’ staff could be shown this simple 
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tool as well. However, the work instruction needs the support of management, and 

awareness of what it is for and how it fits in the company’s strategy. 

 

Visual management implementation should also be continued at the shipyard. It 

could be first implemented at the Blocks-department, where it now has a good 

starting point and motivated workers. At the office, visual cues could be added to 

report project progress between office workers and to address issues. At the 

production facilities, clear areas for blocks, their outfitting material, waste bins and 

tools could be marked. When the benefits of visual management tools are clear, 

they could be more easily implemented elsewhere on the shipyard too. 

 

For better in-house material tracking, a bar code system implementation could be 

considered. Advantages from this are plenty, including transparent information, 

more accurate stock levels and ease of use in reporting and analyzing. It would also 

serve for the elimination of the biggest found waste: searching and not knowing 

where the material is. It would also be easier to include third party suppliers in 

sharing information regarding status of production and delivery. This used to be 

done via ERP, but it is no longer possible due to increasing number of suppliers, 

who does not have access nor training to the ERP used by the shipyard. 

Investigation regarding current ERP system and its compatibility with available bar 

code systems would be needed. Bar code system pilot implementation could be 

done with a test team first, including a warehouse worker, an outfitting foreman and 

a work planner. 
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9 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

 

In modern shipbuilding, block outfitting’s role as one of the critical phases of 

production that affect lead time and competitiveness in global markets is increasing. 

Block outfitting (or in some papers, pre-outfitting) is relatively new in research, but 

increasingly important in modern shipbuilding, where competitiveness is achieved 

more and more by short lead time. 

 

ETO-environment and the utilization of outsourcing and subcontracting come with 

an increased need of coordination and surveillance on work performed by various 

subcontractors. Successful ETO-production consists largely of being able to react 

to changes in plans and schedules. This requires transparent information between 

production and planning, as well as continuous follow-up at the operational level. 

The application of Lean-philosophy in shipbuilding has been researched with the 

premise that it shares similarities with construction.  

 

Lean-philosophy should not be forcefully tried to apply in shipbuilding, where 

variation is fixed. However, the basic principles of Lean and many of its tools seem 

to be applicable in shipbuilding. Main applicable principles include standardized 

processes, continuous improvement and the elimination of waste. Last Planner-tool 

from Lean construction and visual management from TPS have also had reportedly 

good results in shipbuilding and its planning practices. Although the 

competitiveness of a modern western shipyard lies in project management- and 

planning- and coordination capability, Lean-philosophy and its core principles can 

be of use, and serve as the guideline in identifying wastes in production and 

management, and in applying continuous improvement. 

 

At Arctech Helsinki Shipyard, block outfitting is a process, where subcontractors 

perform the outfitting work in co-operation with supervising AHS foremen, 

according to plans made by the shipyard. This process requires careful planning and 

tight co-operation between the AHS foreman and the outfitting subcontractor. A 

visual management protocol in block outfitting showed good results in making 
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material flow more effective, increasing information transparency and addressing 

issues faster. A work instruction was also created based on observed issues, to 

enhance short-term planning (complying to Last Planner practices), to set clear 

responsibilities, and most importantly, to make sure that necessary preconditions 

are fulfilled before actual block outfitting takes place. 

 

A comparison between three identical ships shows that increased block outfitting 

rate (outfitted parts in block outfitting/all block outfitting parts) correlates with 

decreased total man-hours (combined man-hours used in block- and area outfitting) 

and decreased extra man-hours used. A 10% increase in block outfitting rate means 

approximately 0,9 decrease in total block- and area outfitting man-hours, and 0,6 

decrease in extra man-hours (numbers modified). This suggests, that as much 

outfitting as possible should be done in the block outfitting phase, in order to 

minimize costs and lead time, and to create competitiveness. 
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